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EDITORIAL
Dear Reader,
Welcome to the 14th issue of our newsletter. At the time of writing, most
research centres in Portugal are currently engaged in the laborious
preparation of their applications to the much awaited evaluation process,
undertaken by the FCT. The deadline for the online submission of the
applications was announced for December. As we know, this evaluation
process comes with two years of delay, at least. This delay have already
penalised those centres that are not yet part of the national research
system or that, in the meantime, have introduced significant changes in
their functioning and composition.
Nevertheless, the new evaluation regulations include some positive
aspects that should be emphasised and, indeed, seem to respond to some
of our concerns expressed in earlier editorials of this newsletter (eg. nº
11). I’m referring, for instance, to the need to adequately consider the
pluri or interdisciplinary nature of the research carried out in some
centres, such as ours. In fact, the new regulations enable, for the first
time, the inclusion of these centres in two or more of the main scientific
areas in which FCT is organized and organizes its different evaluation
panels. Accordingly, these centres will be evaluated by different panels
that, in turn, are expected to conveniently articulate between each other,
before reaching a final decision on the merits of a particular centre.
Another positive aspect of the new evaluation regulations is the preannouncement of the financial packages the centres will be entitled,
according to the very nature of their research, its size measured by the
number of their senior researchers and, of course, its final classification.
However, not all aspects of this evaluation exercise seem positive at a
first glance. One striking aspect is the two-year gap between the 2008-2012
period to characterise the centres’ past research record, and the 20152020 period to elaborate on the centres’ future development plans. It is
true that the size, range and complexity of this evaluation exercise
covering virtually all Portuguese research centres in all scientific areas
deserves and justifies a significant period of time to be undertaken.
However, the two-year void in between the above mentioned periods is a
too long interval of time to be ignored, particularly in such a fast evolving
field as scientific research.
In any case, the introduction of the requirement to prepare the centres’
strategic programmes is surely positive, encouraging a prospective and a
strategic view of the research centres into their own futures. However, the
evaluation exercise cannot overestimate these programmes in detriment of
the centres’ past achievements. Grand and ambitious discourses on future
research projects and initiatives, coherent, pertinent and well written they
may be, may well simply express a sort of wishful thinking that cannot
overshadow the research performance patiently achieved by a given centre
over the past years, duly documented and open to an objective scrutiny by
an independent panel of experts.
One thing is true. These FCT regulations to evaluate the Portuguese
research centres have already produced profound changes in the nation’s
research system with an unprecedented wave of internal adjustments and
resizings, as well as merges between and splits within centres. In some
cases these last minute restructurings raise justifiable doubts about their
real motives and overall effectiveness. In the case of our centre –
CITTA.up.uc – classified as a new research centre for these FCT evaluation
purposes, it is perhaps important to recall that the current configuration of
the centre resulted from the successful merging of two complementary
research groups (based on the universities of Oporto and of Coimbra) well
before the first announcement of this FCT evaluation process took place.
I do hope that this demanding and time consuming evaluation exercise of
the Portuguese research centres will produce a satisfactory overall picture
of the country’s research system and a set of fair and consistent individual
results, which will surely constitute a great stimulus to all hard working,
dedicated and creative researchers in further pursuing their own and
shared projects with enthusiasm and competence.
Paulo Pinho
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RESEARCH UNIT 2
Recent research in ‘Urban Planning and Housing’ unit has been centering
on the study of urban and metropolitan policies, governance and complex
socio-spatial contexts. We now present some research focus and its main
features.
Special attention has been given to the issues of metropolitan governance,
territorial policies and institutional innovation. This is and will remain an
important topic of study in this research unit. The research developed until
now includes an analysis of the state-of-the-art of metropolitan governance
and of the major trends in this domain. Many arrangements are hardly
efficient or effective, either from competitiveness or from cohesion
perspectives. In the case of Portugal, despite successive legislative
procedures, metropolitan reform produced modest results, at best. In the
next phase, research will explore the main advantages and drawbacks of
diverse governance models and will address how different models of
metropolitan-scale territorial policies perform in terms of efficiency,
efficacy and democracy.
The importance of complex socio-spatial contexts is also present in other
research topic and project related with the spatial patterns of creativity.
Special attention has been given to diversity as a major feature regarding
the relationship between creativity and territory. While some creative
industries have a characteristically urban profile, others prefer peripheral
locations. Especially in Southern Europe, creativity often emerges in ‘old’
industries (textiles, shoes, furniture) located in ‘semi-rural’ landscapes. As
creative professionals also pursue diverse residential preferences, urban
creativity often generates a complex pattern of functional connections
between nodal settlements that frequently encompass large urban areas.
Several inter-dependent ‘dilemmas’ emerge in this respect, between
centrally located and scattered companies, between short and distant
commute journeys, between new and old industries. The research project
addresses these dilemmas by focusing on the complex spatial patterns
associated with the location choices of both creative companies and their
workers. We aim to conclude about the need to inform territorial policies
that smartly combine diversity and specificity.
Special attention has also been given to topics ranging from urban
regeneration and participatory knowledge to housing policy and local
housing programmes, namely through PhD projects.
Finally, it is relevant to inform that he unit has established different
partnerships for the dissemination of the knowledge generated,
particularly in topics associated with housing programs, urban regeneration
and assessment of spatial plans.
Isabel Breda Vázquez
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